
Slip into something exceptionally comfortable with Dava. With two back heights accommodating 

various preferences, its soft and rounded forms convey a relaxed state of being to face the day 

ahead with ease. Offered on a metal swivel base for those craving movement, or a fixed wood 

alternative, either will surely enhance the surroundings it occupies in spades.

Designed by David Ritch and Mark Saffel of 5D Studio
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DAVA LOUNGE CLEVERLY BLURS THE L INES BETWEEN COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL

Arcadia introduces Dava Lounge, a stylish and exceptionally inviting lounge and ottoman collection inspired by the cozy comforts 

of home.

Designed in collaboration with longtime partners David Ritch and Mark Saffell of 5D Studio, Dava combines the relaxed, soft and 

rounded contours typically found in residential seating with defi ned edges and tailored stitching details to create a silhouette that 

cleverly blurs the lines between commercial and residential.

Mid- and high back lounge models feature generously proportioned seat and back cushions to create a plush feel, while gently 

curving arms provide additional comfort and support for various seated positions. Each component is thoughtfully designed to be 

both visually appealing and pleasing to the touch, down to the last detail.

The accompanying ottoman shares the same design aesthetic and serves multiple purposes as a footrest, additional seat or 

temporary placeholder for odds and ends.

Both the lounge chairs and ottoman are available with an aluminum swivel base that comes standard with an auto-return feature 

to ensure models are always returned to their proper position for a neat and tidy appearance. A signature angled 4-leg wood 

base is also offered on lounge units that adds a warm, organic quality while cradling the upholstered elements to create an 

aesthetically balanced look.

Optional contrasting stitching is available in 12 colors selections, providing even further opportunity for customization and 

increased visual interest.  Similarly, a wide array of wood and metal fi nish options ensure a winning combination is achieved 

every time.

“Dava Lounge conveys the comforts of home, but delivers it in a sophisticated package with a streamlined form and well-crafted 

details that make it a good fi t for all types of settings,” says Casey Journigan, Arcadia’s President. “The chair's quiet casual 

presence fi ts seamlessly in both the offi ce and the home. A lounge piece that encourages a casual conversation or a moment of 

privacy.”

 ----- more ----- 
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The interplay of soft, curving forms and tailored stitching is at once inviting and sophisticated, and in line with the current trend 

of adapting a residential look for all types of spaces. Dava simultaneously supports relaxation and collaboration:  two principles 

that may traditionally seem at odds, but can now be one and the same. 

For more than forty years, Arcadia has been dedicated to new product development and a breadth and depth of high quality seating and table 

solutions for large and small companies alike.  Dynamic in environments ranging from corporate, educational, healthcare, hospitality and retail 

spaces to government institutions, airport and club lounges, and more, Arcadia’s product collections are introduced each year at the NeoCon 

World Fair in Chicago and remain on display in its permanent showroom in Chicago’s Merchandise Mart (Suite #340).  

For more information, contact Caitlin McHenry at 800.585.5957 or caitlinm@arcadiacontract.com.



AT-A-GLANCE
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>  Mid and high back models with wood base or metal swivel base.

>  Aluminum swivel base comes standard with auto-return feature.

>  Optional contrasting stitch available in 12 colors. Please refer to listing below.

>  Swivel base offered in all standard and premium fi nishes.

>  Wood base available in all standard and custom fi nishes on ash.

>  Accompanying ottoman with aluminum swivel base also available.

High back, swivel base High back, wood base Mid-back, swivel base Mid-back, wood base 

Ottoman 


